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Thank You

Thank you for considering Simone Rousseau + Associates to assist you with the sale of your
property. Our team’s philosophy evolved from our belief that people deserve an exceptional real estate 
experience. It is this mantra that still drives everything we do – from our service and communication to 

our industry-leading marketing materials. We are extremely con�dent that you will thoroughly enjoy 
working with our team and we are equally con�dent that we can deliver on our promise of providing an 

exceptional experience!

This package contains all the information you need to make an informed decision prior to listing your 
property with us. The next step will be a personal conversation with Simone where you can discuss a 
pricing and marketing strategy speci�c to your property. Additionally, Simone will help you with the 

timing and details around the actual listing process – including home preparation, photography, 
viewings, and eventually having your property SOLD! Once we are given the “go-ahead”, our team will 

immediately, begin preparing your listing to go “live”.  

Throughout the process, our team will be available to assist you. 
Should you have any questions, contact our o�ce at 403.452.7400.

Warm regards,

Simone Rousseau + Associates



Vendors + Partners
Through years of being in the real estate industry, we have established relationships with some of the best vendors in 

their respective �elds.  We rely on their expertise to help our clients achieve their real estate goals. From mortgage 
professionals and real estate lawyers to home inspectors and handy-persons – you can count on our vendors as an 

extension of our exceptional experience.

ABOUT OUR TEAM

Simone Rousseau – Seller Representative, Team Lead
Simone is a powerful listing agent! By focusing her time with Sellers, she has proven herself as one of Calgary’s elite 

residential real estate sales professionals. When you list your property with Simone, she puts into place her Plan of Action 
and guides you through the process of selling your home with con�dence. Backed by a team of competent professionals 
and systems designed to enhance your overall experience of selling, Simone communicates with you regularly to ensure 

you always know what’s happening during the sale process. Her keen pricing strategies and strong negotiating skills 
ensure you receive the maximum net funds from the sale of your property.

Administrative Team
The backbone of the Simone Rousseau + Associated team is our administrative sta�. Highly skilled and well-trained, they 

are responsible for ensuring accuracy of documentation via our numerous checks and balances. An extension of our 
Realtors, they take care of our client’s questions and needs from arranging the listing details to administering the closing 

of your purchase or sale – like your own real estate concierge! 

Pablo Galvez – Buyer Representative, Sales + Marketing
Pablo o�ers a deep understanding of Calgary’s intricacies and economy. Clients appreciate his patient, analytical 
approach and his well-rounded knowledge of homes and condominiums. Builders bene�t from Pablo’s industry 

connections and pro�ciency with the new-home sales process. Pablo is the driving force behind Simone Rousseau  + 
Associates marketing and systems development. Together, Pablo and Simone have a working synergy that combines 

their collective strengths to create an unrivaled real estate team!



Our Objectives are the Following:

1. To assist in getting as many quali�ed Buyers as possible into your home until it is sold.

2. To communicate to you weekly the results of our activities.

3. To assist you in negotiating the highest dollar value … between you and the Buyer.

The Following are the Steps We Take
to Get a Home Sold … the “Proactive Approach”:

1. Submit a thorough listing of your home to our local Multiple Listing Service (MLS).

2. Price your home competitively … to open the market vs. narrowing the market.

3. Promote your home to cooperating Agents in my o�ce and to my vast network. 

4. Suggest and advise as to any changes to make your property more saleable.

5. Schedule our professional real estate photographer to take exceptional photos of your home.

6. Have your property professionally measured – to ensure compliance and minimize liability.

7. Add additional exposure through professional signage, our website, and other 3rd party websites.

8. Create a Feature Sheet summary page along with an extensive customized Brochure for Realtors to use with their
 potential Buyers.

9. Follow-up on the salespeople who have shown your home … for their feedback and response. 

10. Constantly update you as to any changes in the marketplace and feedback from viewings.

11. Contact our Buyer leads, center of in�uence and past clients for their referrals and prospective buyers.

12. Whenever possible pre-qualify the prospective Buyers.

13. When possible have the cooperating Realtors in the area tour/preview your home.

14. Follow-up relentlessly with every potential Buyer and ensure they have an opportunity to view your home.

15. Represent you on all o�er presentations … to assist you in negotiating the best possible price and terms.

16. Handle all the administration upon a contract being accepted … all mortgage, legal and other closing procedures.

17. Work with your Lawyer to ensure a smooth transition on the Closing Day.

18. Be a long-term real estate resource for you, your family, and those you know!

LISTING PLAN OF ACTION





Comparative Market Analysis

This Comparative Market Analysis is designed to provide a snapshot of the current real estate 
market as it pertains to your property.  Together, we will use this information to determine the 
best price to set on your property so it sells in the shortest amount of time + for the most amount 
of money possible!

This booklet contains the following information:

 + Active Listings relevant to your property

 + Recent Sales

 + Map View for perspective

 + Summary and Next Steps

 + Listing Contract and all related documents for your review

I will follow up with you before we meet but if you have any questions about this package, contact 
me via email at simone@simonerousseau.com or phone at 403-452-7400.

An Exceptional Real Estate Experience

1801 10 Avenue SW Calgary AB T3C 0K2

403.452.7400
www.SimoneRousseau.com

I look forward to meeting with you on:

__________________________ at _____________

Katrina Edmunds
Typewritten Text
November 6, 2018

Katrina Edmunds
Typewritten Text
10:00 am



active listings

c o m pa r at i v e  m a r k e t  a n a l y s i s
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recent sales
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summary + next steps

c o m pa r at i v e  m a r k e t  a n a l y s i s

Recommended List Price*

*recommendation may change after Simone visits the property

The real estate market is constantly changing, so pricing your property is not an exact science. 
Rather, it is a reasonable �gure derived from a number of components, such as:

+ Selling and listing prices of comparable properties

+ The expertise and knowledge of your real estate representative

+ The status of the current real estate market

+ Hard facts such as size, condition and location

It is important to note that the following conditions DO NOT 
a�ect your home’s price:

+ The pro�t you wish to make from the sale

+ The amount of money you have spent on improvements

+ What other sources, such as friends, and neighbours, have
__told you it is worth

+ The price you originally paid for your home

Next Steps
The next step is a personal meeting where Simone will view your property and discuss the 
pricing, staging or preperation requirements, and the Listing Contract with you.  Then, if 
you are ready to sell your home, Simone’s team will take action to begin preparing your 
listing for the market!  

We will schedule our professional photographers to take incredible photographs of your 
property - inside and out - to draw the most buyers to your home.

In order to ensure accuracy and comply with CREB guidelines we go the extra mile and 
professionally measure your home.  In some cases a �oor plan is also created at this time.

A thorough description will be crafted about your property to highlight the best features 
and information about the community.  Every word counts as we only have 1,000 charac-
ters to work with!

Attention to detail when uploading your listing to the MLS system ensures that no �eld is 
overlooked - eliminating the potential that buyers miss your property in a search due to 
an inputting error.

Admin
Typewritten Text
$1,075,000



NET SHEET 

To assist you in calculating the resulting proceeds of your sale, we have prepared the 

following Net Sheet based on a sale at our recommended price. 

  Sale Price: $________________________ 

Mortgage/LOC: $________________________ 

 Brokerage Fee: 
 (Seller’s Agent, Buyer’s Agent + Brokerage) $________________________ 

Legal Costs (estimated): $________________________ 

  Other: $________________________ 

 NET Sales Proceeds: $________________________ 

Our main objective is to protect your equity, while providing you with an exceptional real 

estate experience. As professional real estate agents, our sales skills, systems, 

professionalism, industry reputation and connections work to NET you the most! 

*This Net Sheet is an estimate only and should not be relied on to calculate your actual final sale proceeds. Your lawyer will provide

a more detailed net summary at the time of Closing.* 



Realtor vs For Sale by Owner

Selling Price

Time on Market

Stress on Seller

Statistics from the NAR as well as independant sources have said that 
Realtor-sold properties sold for 5-25% higher than a direct sale by 
the owner or FSBO.  Our job is to maximize the amount you receive 
from your sale - the NET “in your pocket”. 

The average days on market (DOM) that a Realtor-listed home takes to sell 
averages 69 days versus a FSBO which averages 88 days - thats 22% faster by 
selling with a professional agent.  Simone’s median DOM this year is 34 days!

70% of FSBO sellers said they had major di�culties in the process. Think about the 
type of buyers that are looking at FSBO properties... they are typcially not quali-
�ed, looking for a below-market deal, or not serious buyers who will waste a seller’s 
time.  A professional Realtor like Simone will ensure all buyers are quali�ed and will 
take the stress out of the transaction.

5 Benefits to Working with Simone
1. Experience + Skills - with years of experi-
ence selling hundereds of properties, Simone 
has experienced nearly every type of transac-
tion, complication, challenge and headache 
in closing a deal.

2. Exposure - with our vast network of past 
clients, relationships with other Realtors, 
combined with the full power of the MLS 
system, we expose your property to the most 
quali�ed buyers in the market.

3. Prospecting - Simone spends her morn-
ings prospecting for quali�ed buyers - some-
thing very few agents do for you.

4. It’s Free - when buyers work with a Realtor 
to �nd a home, they don’t pay for this service 
meaning that these buyers are serious and 
not just looking for the best deal from an 
unknowledgable seller.

5. Legal Protection - as a Realtor, we carry 
special liability insurance and protect sellers 
from potential liability when selling their 
homes.  From disclosures to contracts to 
changes and amendments, we are experts in 
not just selling homes but protecting our 
clients as well.
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